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Microseismic sensing networks are important tools for the assessment and con-

trol of geomechanical hazards in underground mining operations. In such a setting,

the maintenance of a healthy network, that is, one that accurately registers all

microseisms above some minimum energy level with acceptable levels of noise, is

crucially relevant.

In this paper, we develop a nondisruptive method to monitor the health of such a

network, by associating with each sensor a set of performance indexes, inspired from

reliability engineering, which are estimated from the set of registered signals. Our

method addresses 2 relevant features of each of the sensors’ behavior, namely, what

type of noise is or might be affecting the registering process, and how effective at

registering microseisms the sensor is.

The method is evaluated through a case study with microseismic data registered at

the Chilean underground mine El Teniente. This study illustrates our method’s capa-

bility to discriminate and rank sensors with satisfactory, poor, or defective sensing

performances, as well as to characterize their failure profile or type, an information

that can be used to plan or optimize the network maintenance procedures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Evaluating and managing the risk due to potential hazards is fundamental for the development of every industrial activity. Being

able to identify increasing dangers allows for a timely risk management, securing the safety of workers and minimizing the

production delay, as well as all the associated costs.

In the case of underground mining, monitoring anomalous microseismic activity provides a powerful tool to assess hazards

related to potential geomechanical instabilities, see Ge.1 Mendecki et al2 discuss several specific objectives of seismic moni-

toring in mines, among which are location of potential rock bursts, prevention of situations unforeseen in the design process,

control and regulation of local working activities based on the rock stability, warnings based on the detection of changes in

seismic parameters, and back-analysis of anomalous seismic activity in delimited regions of the mine. Therefore, disposing of

networks of seismic sensors, which provide information that is both reliable and of high quality, is crucial for secure operation

in large-scale underground mines.

If we understand the “health” of a seismic sensor network as its capability to properly register all the microseisms above a

certain minimum energy level, and to do this with acceptable levels of noise, it is then clear that a healthy seismic network

is a critical tool for risk assessment and management in underground mining operations. In this paper, we introduce a novel

nondisruptive method to assess the health of a seismic network of remote sensors. Our approach is based on considering the
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networks as a general system and addresses its health as in the framework of system health monitoring.3 Much of the ideas that

we propose could thus also be applied in other industrial settings, where monitoring relies on systems of networks of remote

sensors as well and where disruptive monitoring turns out to be too expensive or unfeasible.

The literature on network health assessment is diverse and relies on different points of view, depending on the context.

Many of the existing approaches require different levels of disruption in the measuring process (from the step of the sensors

and monitoring network design to the step of data processing) and require different levels of understanding of what is being

measured. For example, in Ge,1 the author evaluates the quality of a microseismic network focusing in its accuracy and reliability

locating the source of seismic events. The author emphasizes the planning of the monitoring system and its data processing

(noise filtering and identification of the arrival of P- and S-waves). In Meng et al,4 the authors propose a method for network’s

data collection on the basis of contour maps that can be used as a diagnosis tool to examine the network’s health (energy status)

and to detect faulty sensors (the ones that report data that is inconsistent with their neighbors’).

Dealing directly with uncertainty, linking it with how reliable a sensor’s measure is, is another way to address the network’s

and sensors’ health. For example, in Mengshoel et al,5 the authors adopt a probabilistic approach to diagnose the sensor’s health

and failures by means of Bayesian networks.6 Their goal is to validate the sensors and their measurements, to decide whether

they have failed or not. Another example is presented in Elouedi et al,7 where the authors use weighted belief functions in the

context of the transferable belief model8 to account for how reliable a sensor’s measurements are. Their supporting idea is to

compare the readings of the sensors with the user’s knowledge about the real values by minimizing an error function to obtain

such weights. Both of these approaches are focused on discrete or categorical measurements.

Lastly, another approach is to view the topic from the electronic perspective. In Xie and Pecht,9 the authors introduce a

methodology to monitor the health of integrated circuits based on measurements of in situ environmental and loading conditions.

That procedure requires a good understanding on how those conditions could make sensors fail.

Broadening the list of methodologies to assess the health of a network, the method that we propose is based on ideas that

come from reliability engineering. Two of the key characteristics of our method are that it is conceptually simple and that it

performs its task in a nondisruptive way, namely, by using only the sensors’ readings. This means that our method can be applied

to diagnose the health of existing networks using data that is already available as part of their ongoing registering process. Our

method is tested on real data obtained from the seismic network of Codelco El Teniente, one of the world’s largest underground

copper mines.10,11

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We describe the problem in Section 2, defining relevant concepts and

giving some theoretical background in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain the method we developed, showing in Section 5 the

results of a goodness-of-fit test and how the mean squared error of our method compares to the Cramér-Rao lower bound. Then,

in Section 6, we show the results obtained when applying our method to data from Codelco El Teniente mine, analyzing them

in Section 7. Finally, in Sections 8 and 9, we discuss the future research in this topic and conclude, respectively.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

In this paper, we propose a formal conceptual framework to the problem of monitoring the health of a seismic network, motivated

by 2 main questions raised by the practical operation and needs of the network:

1. How to evaluate and monitor the performance of each seismic sensor?

2. How to identify the seismic sensors that systematically do not provide useful information?

The network of remote sensors can err in their registering process in 2 ways, which can be seen as an analogy to Types I and

II errors of statistical hypothesis testing:

1. Type I error: One or several sensors record a seismogram, yet there is not a real microseism to be registered.

2. Type II error: A microseism occurs, but the network or an individual sensor do not register it.

With this idea in mind, we can reformulate the problem into the next 2 more specific questions:

• Are some seismic sensors repeatedly misidentifying noise as seismic signals?

• Are all sensors recording the seismic activity they are supposed to register?

To address the first question, we will model the performance of a given sensor, based on the relevance of noise in their

registering process, ie, how often is noise affecting its ability to register useful data. We do this within the framework of reliability

engineering,12 modeling the noise in their readings as “failures,” which we study and treat in a statistical manner. With this
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information, we can rank the sensors, identifying the ones that are performing as planned and the ones that systematically do

not provide useful or reliable information.

As regards the second question, that is, the ability of a sensor to register the microseisms it is supposed to record, we follow

this premise: If a group of sensors record a microseism, all the sensors in some vicinity should have had registered it too. Thus,

by identifying those sensors that do not register signals, during one or several of the many microseisms produced every day, we

can infer what sensors do systematically not accomplish their task.

3 BACKGROUND

3.1 Definitions
We introduce some definitions related to seismic monitoring, which will be used throughout the paper:

• Sensor or site: an individual device that is used to register seismic movements. It could be a geophone or accelerometer, and

it could be uniaxial or triaxial.

• Seismogram: corresponds to a signal that represents the movement of the ground in one of the Cartesian directions (x, y, or z)

as a function of time.

• Activation: When a sensor detects what is supposed to be a microseism and records a signal, we say it has been activated. The

exact time at which an activation occurs will be of great importance for the method we shall develop, since our procedure

will use, as information, the time lengths between specific activations.

• Satisfactory activation: is an activation of a sensor with at least one recorded seismogram that has acceptable levels of noise.

• Noisy activation: corresponds to a seismogram with such high level of noise that we cannot tell if there is a real seismic

signal or not. In terms of reliability engineering, the noisy activations correspond to the “failures” of the system.

• Δtnoise: Given a sensor, the data that we will process correspond to the time differences of its consecutive noisy activations,

sorted in ascending order. We call the set of these time differences Δtnoise = {t1, t2, …}, where the ti are the increasingly

arranged interactivation time lengths.

3.2 Some reliability engineering ideas and concepts
To approach the monitoring of the health of a microseismic network, we propose to describe and characterize the faulty behavior

of each sensor, in analogy with standard ideas and methods of reliability theory. If we understand a noisy activation as a failure

of the seismic sensing system and we model the sensors of the network as not being redundant themselves, assuming moreover

that times elapsed between each sensor’s failures are independent, our problem falls into the setting of reliability models, see

Birolini.12

In that context, as discussed in Weibull,13 the Weibull models can be applied to a large group of problems where an event

occurring in one part of a system affects the system as a whole. In this spirit, Prabhakar Murthy et al14 state that these models

are suitable for modeling failure data sets and in particular, the “failure times” of different large systems.

In addition, the Weibull distribution is a flexible model for random failure occurrence times and can be easily interpreted in

terms of standard key performance indicators. This suggests that it can be useful to tackle the problem that we address here and

more precisely, to fit the data in the sets Δtnoise.

We next recall some basic objects and concepts in reliability engineering,12 which will be useful for the method that we will

propose.

• Two-parameter Weibull distribution: Denoted as (𝜽), its probability distribution with density function f(t;𝜽) is defined as

follows:

f (t;𝜽) = 𝛽

𝜂

(
t
𝜂

)𝛽−1

e−
(

t
𝜂

)𝛽

, (1)

where 𝜽 = (𝛽, 𝜂)⊤, 𝛽 > 0 corresponds to the shape parameter (dimensionless) and 𝜂 > 0 to the scale parameter (time units).

• Cumulative probability: Denoted as F(t), it is defined as the cumulative probability of having a failure within the interval

]0, t[. In the case of the Weibull distribution, it is given by

F(t) = 1 − e−
(

t
𝜂

)𝛽

. (2)
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• Reliability: The reliability of an item at time t, denoted R(t), is defined as the probability of not of having a failure within the

interval ]0, t[.

R(t) = 1 − F(t) = e−
(

t
𝜂

)𝛽

. (3)

4 METHODS

4.1 Fitting a Weibull distribution to the set Δtnoise

To evaluate the incidence of noise in the sensors’ recordings, we first need to identify the potential sources of noisy activations.

As in Ge,1 when registering microseisms in the underground mining context, we identify 3 main sources of noise:

1. Electric noise: noise at the power line frequency of the alternating current, and its harmonics.

2. Cultural noise: This is the noise produced by the activity within the mine. We assume that it is a high-frequency noise.

3. Measurement noise: This noise is related to the measuring process itself. We assume that this is background noise whose

frequencies cannot be determined beforehand.

Once the noisy activations and the types of noise have been identified, we can fit a Weibull distribution to the corresponding

points in Δtnoise, via maximum likelihood estimation.

With the parameters of the distribution being estimated, we can then compute the reliability of each sensor with respect to

the different types of noise using (3).

4.1.1 Estimation of noise
To estimate the noise that is present in the seismograms, we propose 3 indicators, one for each type of noise.

In each case, we can compare the computed value of the indicator with a threshold to determine whether an activation is noisy

or not.

To ease the presentation, we begin by giving the definition of the power spectral density (PSD). We then proceed with the

definitions of the three indicators, two of which will heavily depend on the PSD.

Let a real-valued seismic signal x[n] be a wide-sense stationary random process that is bandlimited in the frequency domain,

ie, its support is bounded in that space.

We are interested in the problem of estimating the power of x[n], for which the PSD can be used. The PSD allows us to

characterize the power of signals like x[n], describing how its power is distributed along the frequency domain.

To estimate the PSD of x[n], we can follow at least 2 paths. On the one hand, we can do it by computing the Fourier transform

of the autocorrelation function of x[n], which needs to be estimated too, or, on the other hand, we can do it directly using the

periodogram, which can be derived through the autocorrelation function and is introduced next.

Be 𝛾(l) the autocorrelation function of x[n], 0 ⩽ n ⩽ N − 1. It can be estimated as follows:

�̂�(l) = 1

N

N−1∑
j=0

x[ j + l]x[l]. (4)

As stated before, the PSD can be estimated through the discrete Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. That is,

P̂SD( fk) = {�̂�(l)} =
N∑

l=−N
�̂�(l)e−2𝜋

fk
fs

l
, (5)

where fs is the sampling frequency.

Using (4) and (5), we get

P̂SD( fk) =
1

N

N∑
l=−N

(N−1∑
j=0

x[ j + l]x[l]

)
e−2𝜋

fk
fs

l
, (6)
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expression that after some algebraic manipulations leads to

P̂SD( fk) =
1

N
|X[ fk]|2, (7)

where |X[ fk]|2 is the discrete Fourier transform of x[n].
This estimator of the PSD is known as the periodogram, so we can rewrite (7) as

P̂SD( fk) = Periodogram(x[n]) = 1

N
|X[ fk]|2. (8)

We wish to estimate the PSD by means of the periodogram. Now, given that this estimator is susceptible to large

uncertainties,15 it is necessary to reduce its variance. We accomplish this multiplying the seismic signal with a suitable window

to minimize the maximum sidelobes of the periodogram:

P̂SD( fk) = Periodogram(x[n]w[n]) = 1

N
|X[ fk] ∗ W[ fk]|2, (9)

where ∗ denotes convolution and W[fk] is the discrete Fourier transform of w[m], the Nuttall’s 4-term Blackman-Harris

window,16 given in the discrete-time domain by

w[m] = a0 − a1 cos
(

2𝜋
m

M − 1

)
+

a2 cos
(

4𝜋
m

M − 1

)
− a3 cos

(
6𝜋

m
M − 1

)
,

(10)

with m the window sample, 0 ⩽ m ⩽ M − 1, where M is the window length, and a0 = 0.3635819, a1 = 0.4891775, a2 =
0.1365995, and16 a3 = 0.0106411. The peak-sidelobes of this window are at level −98.17 dB, so the filter reduces the variance

of the periodogram effectively.

Now, we proceed to present the 3 proposed indicators.

Electric noise meter
The electric noise meter (ENM) measures the electric noise energy contribution of a discrete-time signal with respect to the

total energy and is estimated as follows:

ÊNM = 100

∑
f∈Λ

P̂SD( f )∑
0< f⩽ flim

P̂SD( f )
, (11)

where 𝛬 = {mf0 ∶ m = 1, 2, … ,M} is the set of the power line frequency f0 = 50 Hz (f0 = 60 Hz in some countries) and M of

its harmonics, P̂SD stands for the estimated power spectral density of the signal, and flim represents the highest frequency to be

analyzed and is such that

M f0 ⩽ flim. (12)

The value of flim is determined by the conditions of the problem at hand and the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, which

establishes a sufficient condition that guarantees that a discrete-time sequence obtained from a continuous signal is able to

capture all the information available in it.

The sampling theorem can be described as follows. Let Fm denote the largest frequency of interest in the continuous signal,

and Fs be the sampling frequency (the rate at which the signal is sampled). Then, the theorem states that the continuous-time

signal can be reconstructed from its samples provided that17

Fs ⩾ 2Fm. (13)

In our case, the lowest sampling rate associated with El Teniente’s seismic network corresponds to Fs = 2 kHz, so we set the

maximum frequency to be analyzed as Fm = flim = 1 kHz due to (13), fixing then M = 20 due to (12).

Also, the fact that in (11) are being considered only the frequencies that are greater than zero is because we are analyzing a

real-valued signal, and the spectral content of such signals is conjugate symmetric in the Fourier domain.

The PSD is estimated as described before.
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High-frequency noise ratio
We use the high-frequency noise ratio (HFNR) to quantify the cultural noise level. It represents the difference (in decibels)

between the power of the seismic signal PX and the power of the high frequency noise PR, ratio that is estimated as follows:

ĤFNR = 10 log10

(
P̂X

P̂R

)
. (14)

To estimate the power of a discrete-time signal y[n] over the interval 0 ⩽ n ⩽ N − 1, we can use

P̂owery =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

|y[n]|2. (15)

However, there are some cases where it is more convenient to perform this estimation in the frequency domain by means of

Parseval’s theorem,18 which allows us to write (15) as follows:

P̂owery =
1

N2

N−1∑
k=0

|Y[ fk]|2 = 1

N

N−1∑
k=0

P̂SDy( fk), (16)

where Y[fk] is the discrete Fourier transform of y[n] and where we have identified that |Y[ fk]|2∕N is the same as the periodogram

of the power spectral density of y[n] at fk.

Using (16) and the fact that both PX and PR have the same number of samples N, we can calculate (14) in terms of the PSD:

ĤFNR = 10 log10

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
k

P̂SDX( fk)∑
k

P̂SDR( fk)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (17)

Up to this point, we still need to identify which part of the data corresponds to the seismic signal and which to high frequency

noise.

To do this, we rely on the fact that, as seismic signals are transient signals, they only occur in a small part of the total data.19

With this in mind, we extract the seismic signal from the data using a low-pass filter with cutoff frequency fc. That is, we

associate the seismic signal with the spectral content that is in the set Φ = {f ∶ 0 < f ⩽ fc}, and the high frequency noise to the

frequencies that do not belong to Φ.

This consideration allows us to rewrite (17) in the form we finally use to estimate the indicator:

ĤFNR = 10 log10

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
f∈Φ

P̂SD( f )∑
f∉Φ

P̂SD( f )

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (18)

The cutoff frequency fc is chosen as the frequency that accounts for p times the total power:

fc(p)∑
fk>0

P̂SD( fk) = p ·
Fs∕2∑
fk>0

P̂SD( fk), (19)

where Fs∕2 is the Nyquist frequency as in (13), fc(p) represents the value that we are looking for as a function of p, and 0 < p ⩽ 1

is the portion of the total accumulated PSD considered. In our case, p = 0.95.

We estimate the PSD in the same way as previously described.

Signal-to-noise ratio
This ratio gives us information about the background noise, ie, the low energy values that are present on the data reading.

Modeling the background noise as

background
noise

= electric
noise

+ cultural
noise

+ measurement
noise

, (20)

we estimate the measurement noise computing the SNR of a seismogram whose electric and cultural noises have been

filtered out.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as

SNR = 10 log10

(
PX

PN

)
, (21)
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and represents the difference (in decibels) between the power of the seismic signal PX and the power of the background noise PN.

Note that the definitions for the ENM and HFNR can be interpreted as “partials” signal-to-noise measurements to filter the

noise in 3 stages, of which the SNR indicator is the last one.

Given that the seismic signals are passband, we can estimate (21) in terms of �̂�X and �̂�N , the estimated standard deviations of

the signal and the noise, respectively:

ŜNR = 20 log10

(
�̂�X

�̂�N

)
, (22)

where �̂�X is obtained by

�̂�X =

√√√√ 1

T − 1

T∑
t=1

(
xt − x

)2
, (23)

with xt the noisy signal, x the mean, and T the sample size.

As the value of 𝜎N is unknown, we propose a Monte Carlo20 method to calculate the ŜNR:

1. We take R samples of size L from the seismogram data, with replacement, in random time instants. In this way, we obtain

𝜏r = {tl}L−1
l=0

, the set of time instants of the r-th sample, where tl ∈ [0, n − 1], r ∈ [0,R − 1], and n represents the length of

the signal.

In our case, following Ata,21 we calculate L with

L =

(
z𝛼∕2 ·

√
p(1 − p)

eM

)2

(24)

by fixing (1− 𝛼)100 = 95%, which corresponds to the confidence level, 𝛼 = 5% to the level of significance, p = 90% to the

portion of low energy values we want to consider, and eM = 5% to the sampling error.

2. We estimate 𝜎r, the value of the standard deviation of the r-th sample, with the robust estimator

�̂�r = K · MADr, (25)

where K is a scale factor that depends on the underlying distribution, being K =1.4826 for the Gaussian case.

In the expression (25), MADr stands for the median absolute deviation of the r-th sample and is defined as

MADr = median
(||x𝜏r − median(x𝜏r )||) , (26)

which is an effective way to discard outliers in the estimation of the standard deviation of the samples.

3. Finally, we estimate 𝜎N as the mean of the �̂�r,

�̂�N = 1

R

R∑
r=1

�̂�r, (27)

then replacing the relevant values in (22) to estimate the SNR.

4.1.2 Maximum likelihood estimation with leave-one-out cross-validation
Assuming that the noisy interactivation times ti are i.i.d. random variables, we could estimate 𝜽 = (𝛽, 𝜂)⊤ for the 2-parameter

Weibull distribution solving

�̂� = arg max
𝜽
𝓁(𝜽; t1, … , tn), (28)

with

𝓁(𝜽; t1, … , tn) = n(ln 𝛽 − ln 𝜂) −
n∑

i=1

(
ti
𝜂

)𝛽

+ (𝛽 − 1)
n∑

i=1

ln

(
ti
𝜂

)
, (29)

the log-likelihood of the {ti}n
i=1

.

In the case of the 2-parameter Weibull distribution, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) experiences a bias problem,22

but it satisfies the regularity conditions, so it has an unique global maximum �̂�.

To control the bias and reduce the uncertainty in the estimation, we perform leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation23 to the

Δtnoise = {ti ∶ i = 1, 2, … , n}, which gives us n estimates for each parameter. To obtain the final estimate �̂� = (�̂�, 𝛽)⊤, we do

the following.
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Assuming that the underlying probability density function (pdf ) associated with the values obtained with LOO for each

estimated parameter is smooth, we use kernel density estimation (KDE)23 with a Gaussian kernel to estimate each of the pdfs
nonparametrically.

We obtain the final estimate �̂� computing the mode of each estimated curve as its argument of the maximum by means of the

∞-norm. We approximate this by the p-norm, with p ≫ 1:

�̂�k = arg max𝜃∈Θ f̂ 𝜃k
(𝜃) ≈

∑m
j=1 f̂ p

𝜃k
(𝜃 j)𝜃 j∑m

j=1 f̂ p
𝜃k
(𝜃 j)

, (30)

where f̂ 𝜃k
represents the underlying pdf of 𝜃k, the parameter whose value we want to estimate, and 𝛩 is the set of possible values

for the parameter. Note that using KDE allows us to calculate the mode with a fine grid of m elements that is independent of n
(the number of estimates we have for each parameter), allowing us to choose any suitable m > n.

This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Note that, as we saw in Section 3.2, we can use expression (3) and the estimated parameters of the Weibull distributions to

evaluate the reliability of each sensor for each type of noise.

4.2 Extraction of the ratio of activations
The ratio of activations ract corresponds to the quotient between the number of satisfactory activations registered by a sensor,

and the number of satisfactory activations that said sensor was supposed to register, in a given period:

ract
||sID =

# of satisfactory
activations registered

total # of satisfactory activations
that must have been registered

|||||sID

, (31)

where # stands for number and “sID” for “site ID”, which is unique for each sensor. To estimate ract, we propose the following

method.

Given a microseism, we would like to define a volume within which the sensors must have been activated. This will allow

us to estimate the total number of satisfactory activations a sensor must have registered as well as to identify the sensors that

did not register the microseism. We only proceed doing this when the number of seismograms associated with the satisfactory

activations is greater than a user-selected threshold Nr.

Repeating this process for all the microseisms that the network detected, and summing all the instances where a sensor did

not register the microseisms that it was supposed to register, we obtain the number of times the sensors failed to register the

information.

Adding this value, per sensor, to the number of satisfactory activations, gives us the total of satisfactory activations that the

sensors were supposed to register. Finally, we obtain ract
||sID

replacing the relevant values in (31).

In practice, for simplicity, we impose the volume to be a sphere whose center is close to the sensors that registered the higher

energy seismograms.

To be able to compare the energy associated with sensors that can be uniaxial or triaxial, we would like to have one seismogram

per sensor to deal with. To do this, we first filter the seismograms’ noise and, for each sensor with satisfactory activations, we

calculate a weighted average of their 1-to-3 associated seismograms, obtaining what we call the reduced seismogram per sensor:
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q̄m =
∑

uwmuqmu∑
uwmu

, (32)

where qmu is the seismogram of the m-th sensor in the u-axis, u ∈ {x̂, ŷ, ẑ}, and wmu = Var(qmu), a measure that is proportional

to the energy of qmu.

Once we have computed all the relevant q̄m, we calculate rCM ∈ {xCM, yCM, zCM}, the coordinates of the center of the sphere,

as if it were the center of mass of a particle system, weighting each of the coordinates of the sensors that registered a satisfactory

activation with the “magnitude” of their reduced seismograms:

rCM =
∑

mmag(q̄m)rq̄m∑
mmag(q̄m)

, (33)

where rq̄m is the distance to the origin in the r-th Cartesian coordinate of the m-th sensor that registered a satisfactory activation,

and mag(q̄m) is the maximum amplitude (“magnitude”) of q̄m. Doing this for r ∈ {x, y, z}, we obtain (xCM, yCM, zCM)⊤, the

center of the sphere for the given microseism.

Choosing the radius of the sphere is a delicate task. On the one hand, if the sphere is too big, the method might overreact,

misidentifying some sensors as no activated. On the other hand, with a small sphere, the method might underestimate the

problem, leaving not-activated sensors unidentified.

Acknowledging the compromise between the radius of the sphere and the sensitivity of the method, and when in absence of

relevant information to choose it, we propose to determine the radius of the sphere as the distance between its center and the

position of the sensor that is halfway to the farthest site that detected the microseism.

4.3 Incorporation of the reliability and the ratio of activations in a new performance indicator
We next introduce a simple indicator, computed for each individual sensor, and denoted s|sID, that conveys both the information

of the reliability of the sensors and their ratio of activations. It is obtained as follows.

First, we compute what we call the reduced reliability for each sensor, per type of noise, with

R(t)|| sID
noise

=

√√√√ 1

Naxes

∑
axis

(
R(t)||axis

sID
noise

)2

, (34)

where Naxes stands for the number of axes of the sensor “sID,” obtaining 3 reliabilities per sensor: reliability with respect to

electric noise, cultural noise, and measurement noise.

Then, we calculate an aggregated reliability per sensor as the mean of the reliabilities described before:

R(t)||sID
= 1

3

∑
noise

R(t)|| sID
noise

. (35)

Finally, we calculate the proposed performance indicator s||sID
multiplying the aggregated reliability with the respective ratio of

activations:

s||sID
= R(t)||sID

· ract
||sID

. (36)

5 GOODNESS-OF-FIT AND ERROR QUANTIFICATION

5.1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis test
When applying the maximum likelihood estimation with LOO procedure (as presented in Section 4.1.2) to the data that will be

explained and analyzed in Section 6, we obtain results as the ones in Figures 1 and 2.

For the example depicted in Figure 1, we fitted a Weibull distribution to an actual Δtnoise data set obtained from El Teniente’s

seismic network: in this case, to the data that is associated with the cultural noise present in the z-axis of sensor 138, obtaining

𝛽 = 0.7937 and �̂� = 0.0369.

We did the same procedure for Figure 2, now for the set Δtnoise that is associated with the measurement noise present in the

z-axis of sensor 138, obtaining 𝛽 = 0.8496 and �̂� = 0.0319.
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FIGURE 1 Two-parameter Weibull fitting to the corresponding set Δtnoise for the cultural noise present in the z-axis of sensor 138. The estimated

parameters of the Weibull distribution are 𝛽 = 0.7937 and �̂� = 0.0369 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2 Two-parameter Weibull fitting to the corresponding set Δtnoise for the measurement noise present in the z-axis of sensor 138. The

estimated parameters of the Weibull distribution are 𝛽 = 0.8496 and �̂� = 0.0319 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

From the figures, we can see that the 2-parameter Weibull distribution fits the purpose of modeling different sets of Δtnoise.

To confirm this visual appreciation, we performed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit hypothesis test for Weibull

distributions with estimated parameters as described in D’Agostino and Stephens.24

The hypothesis of the test are as follows:

• H0: The data do come from the estimated Weibull distribution (�̂�).
• H1: The data is not distributed as (�̂�).

The test statistic is
√

nDn, where n is the sample size and Dn = supx
|||F̂n(x) − F̂(x)|||, with F̂ the cdf of the fitted distribution,

F̂n the cdf of the empirical distribution, and supx the supremum of the distances.

In the case of the fit depicted in Figure 1, we obtained
√

nDn = 0.7689, whereas
√

nDn = 0.7905 was obtained for the case

of Figure 2. Since these values are smaller than
√

n∗Dn∗ = 0.803, the smallest critical value given in D’Agostino and Stephens24

[Table 4.18] for n* > 50, in both cases, there is not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis, confirming that the data

Δtnoise can be explained as being sampled from the estimated Weibull distribution.

5.2 Cramér-Rao lower bound
To quantify how our method of estimation behaves, we compare its mean squared error (MSE) with the Cramér-Rao lower

bound (CRLB) that is associated with the estimation of 𝜽 for the 2-parameter Weibull distribution. The CRLB specifies the

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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lowest possible variance for an estimator, giving us the benchmark to compare to. We do this comparison for different sample

sizes.

The closed-form expression of the CRLB for the 2-parameter Weibull distribution can be obtained calculating the elements

of the Fisher Information Matrix:

((𝜽))i, j = −E

[
𝜕2

𝜕𝜃i𝜕𝜃 j
ln f (X;𝜽)

|||||𝜽
]
, (37)

where 𝜽 = (𝛽, 𝜂)⊤, and f(X;𝜽) is the pdf of the Weibull distribution (𝜽).
Following Newby,25 the expected values in (37) are

E

{
𝜕2𝓁
𝜕𝛽2

}
= − 1

𝛽2

[
1 + Γ′′(2)

]
, (38)

E

{
𝜕2𝓁
𝜕𝜂2

}
= −𝛽2

𝜂2
, (39)

E

{
𝜕2𝓁
𝜕𝛽𝜕𝜂

}
= E

{
𝜕2𝓁
𝜕𝜂𝜕𝛽

}
= −1

𝜂
Γ′(2), (40)

where 𝓁 is the log-likelihood, 𝓁 = ln f (𝜽;X), and 𝛤 (.) is the gamma function.

Then, inverting (37) and using the expressions (38), (39), and (40), we obtain the Cramér-Rao lower bound for 𝛽, and 𝜂:

CRLB(𝛽) = 6

N𝜋2
𝛽2, (41)

CRLB(𝜂) = 6

N𝜋2

[
(𝛾 − 1)2 + 𝜋2

6

](
𝜂

𝛽

)2

, (42)

where 𝛾 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

To learn how far are the MSEs of our estimations from the CRLB, we propose the following procedure.

We choose 𝜽 = 𝜽
⋆, and sample a set of size m ∈ {m j}M

j=1
from (𝜽⋆). For each sample size, we run R trials in accordance

to Algorithm 2. After the R trials, for each sample size and corresponding estimated parameter, we calculate its MSE:

MSE(�̂�k) = Var(�̂�k) +
(
Bias(�̂�k, 𝜃k)

)2
. (43)

A comparison of the results obtained when estimating 𝜽
⋆ = (0.687, 0.120)⊤ for sample sizes 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,

90, and 100, with R = 1000, are presented in Figure 3 for 𝛽 and Figure 4 for 𝜂.

From the figures, we can see that at a sample size equal or greater than 50, the difference between the values of the MSE and

the CRLB is negligible.

6 APPLICATION

Our methodology was applied to data registered by El Teniente’s seismic network on September 8, 2010.

Analyzing every seismogram available in El Teniente’s data, we identified 92, 46, and 139 series of noisy activations according

to ENM, HFNR, and SNR, respectively. These give us a total of 277 series of noisy activations to work with. Within these

series, the minimum of noisy activations or “points” registered is 1, and the maximum is 708.
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of the mean squared error (MSE) and Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the estimation of 𝛽, with

𝜽⋆ = (0.687, 0.120)⊤, for different sample sizes, R = 1000 trials and p = 10 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 4 Comparison of the MSE and CRLB for the estimation of 𝜂, with 𝜽
⋆ = (0.687, 0.120)⊤, for different sample sizes, R = 1000 trials, and

p = 10 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

For this application, we chose u = 50 (minimum number of points to perform the Weibull fitting), t* = 0.5 hours (time, in

hours, used to evaluate the reliability indicator), and Nr = 3 (minimum number of satisfactory activations to construct the sphere

that is necessary to calculate the ratio of activations). The optimization of the log-likelihood was performed through the library

fmin_tnc of Scipy (Python), which implements a truncated Newton algorithm that uses gradient information.

The choice of u = 50 obeys what had been found in Section 5.2: At this sample size, the MSE is close enough to the CRLB,

almost reaching the lowest possible variance.

Given all these chosen parameters, 34 and 66 sensors out of 68 had enough data to compute the aggregated reliability and

ratio of activations, respectively.

And in the case of the performance indicator s, the number of sensors reduces slightly from 34 to 33. This means that one

sensor had enough data to compute R(t*), but not ract, the latter because, for each microseism, it did not have at least Nr = 3

satisfactory activations.

The obtained results are shown in Figures 5 to 12, and their analysis is presented in Section 7.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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FIGURE 5 Top 10 sensors (from a total of 34) in terms of the aggregated reliability [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6 The 10 worst sensors in terms of the aggregated reliability. Note the difference in scale in relation to Figure 5 [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 7 Top 10 sensors (from a total of 66) in terms of the ratio of activations [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

7 ANALYSIS

We next analyze the results using 3 indicators: the aggregated reliability R(t*), the ratio of activations ract, and the s performance

indicator, which consolidates the information of R(t*), and ract.

It is important to keep in mind that the value of each of these indicators depends on the parameters considered when using

the method. Notice that they not only rely on u, t*, Nr but also on the thresholds considered when estimating the different types

of noise.

Using different thresholds to decide whether an activation is a noisy one will thus change the results, even when using the

same set of data. Changing the approach used to determine the radius of the spheres needed to calculate the ratio of activations

will do so too.

All of these parameters are application-specific and need to be chosen beforehand by the experts. It is important to have this

in mind when interpreting the results.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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FIGURE 8 The 10 worst sensors in terms of the ratio of activations. Note the big difference between this scale and the one in Figure 7

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 9 Aggregated reliability for all the sensors with suitable data to calculate the indicator [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 10 Ratio of activations for all the sensors with suitable data to calculate the indicator [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

For this particular application, note that we calculate the value of the reliability indicator at t* = 0.5 hours. Then, R(t* = 0.5)
accounts for the probability of not registering a noisy activation during the next 30 minutes. In terms of that probability value,

the tolerance to determine what is considered to be a reliable sensor depends on the application in mind.

7.1 Reliability: R(t*)
Given that max {R(t)} = 1, and the fact that the network serves its objective adequately, we can see from Figure 5 that we need

to interpret the values of R(t*) in context.

Consider the said figure: The highest 15% (top 5) sensors reveal an aggregated reliability R(t*) ⩾ 0.09. We might wonder

whether this is a satisfactory value for the indicator, question we can only answer in a case by case basis.

In the particular case of our application, we know that the seismic network of Codelco El Teniente accomplishes its task

satisfactorily. We choose then to follow a pragmatic approach: We say that the higher ranked sensors according to R(t*) do have

a satisfactory aggregated reliability, making this set to be the top 15%.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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FIGURE 11 The 10 sensors with higher s values (from a total of 33 with enough data to estimate the indicator). The numbers just below the plot

are the site IDs [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 12 The 10 poorest performing sensors in terms of s. Notice the difference between this scale and the one in Figure 11 [Colour figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Then, in this case, for this data, indicator, noise threshold, and according to our criteria of the top 15% of sensors, we can say

that the sensors with an aggregated reliability value over 0.09 are performing well.

Now, consider Figure 6: The lowest 15% sensors reveal R(t*) ⩽ 0.025. Then, in this case, one could determine that sensors

that have a reliability below that value should be examined.

Note that using another t* will change the results. In particular, studying the network with t* < 0.5 hours will rise the reliability

value of every sensor, and possibly change the ranking.

For reference, in Figure 9, we present the aggregated reliability of every active sensor with suitable data to calculate the

indicator.

7.2 Ratio of activations: ract

In this case, we have some sensors that almost reach the theoretical max {ract} = 1. According to our method on this particular

data, these sensors perform very well in the sense of registering the microseisms that they are supposed to record. Looking at

Figure 7, the top 15% (10 sensors) have ract ⩾ 0.8.

Depicted in Figure 8 are the lowest 15% of sensors. Compared to the best ones, they have very low values for ract, revealing

ract ⩽ 0.08 ≪ 0.8. In this case, these sensors rarely register a microseism when they have to, so the recommendation is that

they should be examined.

For reference, in Figure 10, we present the ratio of activations of every active sensor that passes the requirements to have this

indicator calculated.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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7.3 Performance: s
We propose the performance indicator s to evaluate the health of the network’s sensors, which give us a quick way to get the big

picture of their conditions.

For example, consider sensors 24 and 129. According to Figure 11, they are the best performing sensors overall, so we expect

them to have both high reliability and ratio of activations. This can be verified in Figures 5 and 7, respectively. In both cases,

they are on the top 15%: 2nd and 8th in terms of R(t*), and 9th and 6th in terms of ract, respectively.

On the other hand, we have the case of poor-performing sensors. Take for example sensor 148 that, according to Figure 6,

is second-to-last in terms of R(t*). However, it performs adequately in terms of ract, ranking 20th out of 66 (not pictured).

Nevertheless, its reliability is so poor, that it is second-to-last in terms of s.

Another example concerning low-s sensors is the case of sensor 147, which ranks 27th out of 33 in terms of performance

(depicted in Figure 12). But, as the results show, this does not mean that this sensor is performing poorly in both indicators:

Actually, it has a high reliability, ranking 4th on that indicator (depicted in Figure 5). Nonetheless, it performs poorly in terms

of the ratio of activations, ranking 54th out of 66, low enough to be in the bottom 15% according to s.

The s-indicator gives us a quick way to explore the results. When a sensor ranks low on that indicator, it is important to

explore the details behind its value—the reliability and ratio of activations—and act accordingly.

8 FURTHER RESEARCH LINES

Given that our method is sensitive to some of the chosen parameters (eg, noise thresholds and the radius of the sphere), finding

a robust way to compute them would increase its advantages.

In particular, there is room for improvement in the construction of the volume that is needed to calculate the ratio of activations.

The spherical volume approach used here might not suitably take into account the physics behind the phenomenon as close

as desired. Also, the estimation of ract is highly dependent on the radius of this sphere, which reinforces the need for a robust

methodology to compute it.

The method can also be enhanced by designing an algorithm to choose the noise threshold, in terms of the optimization of a

suitable objective function.

Also, the way to compute the equivalent reliability was mainly based upon simplicity considerations, and so it could be

changed for a better or more informative one if other criteria are to be taken into account.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a nondisruptive method to deal with the problem of monitoring the health of a remote-sensing

network. Our approach differs from the ones available in the literature and furnishes a novel formal framework, based on

reliability engineering, to deal with seismic network health monitoring.

We focus on evaluating the performance of the sensors themselves, quantifying how different noise sources possibly result

into false microseisms detections (which can be seen as the network making a Type I error) and pointing out what sensors are not

registering the data they are supposed to record (in analogy with a Type II error). With these ideas in mind, we defined several

quantitative indicators of the performance of each sensor, namely, reliability, ratio of activations and an aggregated indicator of

both of them, which can then be used to compare or rank the sensors according to the chosen performance criteria.

The method we propose to evaluate the network’s health uses data that are already available as part of the ongoing mea-

surement process. Thus, the method does not interfere with it nor requires the installation of new equipment or being included

explicitly in the design phase of the project. Moreover, it can be programmed to work automatically, scheduling the generation

of reports which later can be evaluated by experts.

The results of our procedure must be analyzed in their context. Indeed, the values obtained for each sensor are not important

on their own but should rather be compared to the values obtained by the other sensors, and taking always into account the

global measuring performance of the network.

We applied our methodology to the data registered by El Teniente’s seismic network on September 8, 2010. In this case, since

the network is known to satisfactorily accomplish its task, we looked for the worst 15% of sensors according to the performance

index s and recommended the examination of their corresponding values of reliability and ratio of activations.

The implementation of this method, including the thresholds that are considered as well as the interpretation of the results,

should be done consciously, and always in collaboration with experts in the network operation, who should ultimately evaluate

the reasons of the relative poor performance of a given sensor and then proceed accordingly to solve the problem.
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